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2  Calais’ Avant Port leads to 
the old fisherman’s quarter 

Saturday morning

a PErFECt WEEKEnd aCroSS to

 calais & gravelines
The 20-mile Dover Strait is a classic Channel crossing and a vital one 
historically. Even in quiet weather this is a dramatic passage, with white 
cliffs gleaming and ferries shuttling across the busiest traffic lanes in the 
world. You feel small among all this shipping, but for fast boats the trip 
is short and you are soon approaching Calais, where locals traditionally 
wear berets and make a mean steak frites. Dover itself has the vibes of a 
hectic ferry port, but its marina is an amiable place to start a weekend. 
The perfect treat here is a relaxed dinner at Cullin’s Yard bistro.

Saturday morning
A convenient period for this cruise is a few days before top springs, 
with HW Dover around 1100. A good time to leave is two hours 
before high. It’s magnificent to watch this famous English coastline 
recede in your wake. Dover Castle stands out behind the harbour and 
the white cliffs look stunning in morning light. But it’s only a few 
miles before shipping looms ahead like an invading fleet. Often you 
slip across smoothly with an occasional tweak of the throttles, but 
sometimes every ship seems in just the wrong place.

Clear of the lanes, head for CA1 green buoy on the south side of 
Calais approach channel. The channel hugs the beach and on a warm 
day you can expect to see swimmers alongside. Inside the pierheads, 
fork west past the ferry terminal to enter the Avant Port, where the 
Bassin de l’Ouest marina gate is open from HW-2hrs to HW+2½hrs. 
The swing-bridge opens at HW-2, HW-1, HW, HW+1¼, HW+2¼.

Saturday aFtErnoon
Most visitors converge on the bars and bistros around Place d’Armes, 
but Calais has a more fascinating watery side. Its central part is 
completely surrounded by canals and harbour basins. From the 
marina, stroll along Esplanade Jacques Vendroux past a sturdy 16th 
Century citadel to reach the canal quays once used by trading barges. 
Along here is the lock junction where the unassuming Canal de Calais 
cuts south-east to join the main French waterways that can carry you 
to Paris, Champagne country or the Mediterranean. Continuing 
round towards the Avant Port you reach the old fishermen’s quarter, 
Courgain Maritime, with its fish stalls and clustered houses. Just back 
from the harbour on Boulevard des Alliés, the soaring Calais 
lighthouse is open to visitors and the spectacular view from the top is 
worth the long, giddy climb.

Saturday EvEning
Eating out in touristy Calais needs care, but there 
are some culinary gems. The Histoire Ancienne 
restaurant is an art déco gourmet treat on Rue 
Royale. The first-class dining room in La Sole 
Meunière hotel is just across the marina bridge on 
Boulevard de la Résistance and combines modern 
French cooking with more traditional good food 
and wines. The stylish Aquar’aile is near the seafront 
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on Rue Jean Moulin. Slightly tricky to find, Aquar’aile is on the 
penthouse floor of a tall apartment building, with panoramic views 
across the Calais approaches. The cooking here is superb and the 
whole experience memorable.

Sunday morning
Aim to leave the marina as the gate opens so you can make the most 
of the short coastal cruise for Sunday lunch in Gravelines. Coming 
out through the pierheads not long before HW, head due north from 
CA6 red buoy for 1.5 miles before turning ENE for four miles to clear 
the Calais coastal shoals. Then follow the low dunes east to the long 
stark Gravelines piers that jut out nearly a mile from the 
beach. Inside you’ll carry the last of the flood past the 
disused black and white lighthouse and inland along a 
straight river channel towards the walled town.

The marina gate is a mile above the lighthouse, open 
three hours each side of HW in season. The visitors’ 
berths are just inside to starboard. Gravelines is a 
friendly, low-key place with an excellent marina bistro 
– Cap Compas – where you can lunch on fresh fish and 
local mussels on the terrace overlooking the harbour.

Sunday aFtErnoon
You must be under way again 1.5-2 hours after HW, 
but there should just be time to visit the charming old 
walled town on the far side of the harbour. Vauban 
built the town’s ramparts in the 
17th Century in his 
characteristic and very effective 
star shape. Entering the gate 
along Boulevard Salomé, you 
cross a moat canal to reach the 
large town square, Place Charles 
Valentin, with its elegant Hôtel 
de Ville and typical Nord-Pas-
de-Calais region buildings.

Back out at the pierheads, 
track west 15 miles to the edge 
of the Dover Strait TSS before 
crossing the traffic at right 
angles. You’ll probably emerge 
from the lanes near the 
SW-Goodwin buoy and can 
finish this perfect cross-
Channel weekend by 
converging in style with those 
stirring white cliffs.  

HARBOUR CONTACTs
Dover Marina Tel: +44 (0)1304 241663, 
VHF Ch 74. Calais Bassin de l’Ouest 
marina Tel: +33 (0)321 345523, VHF 
Ch 17. Gravelines Bassin Vauban 
Tel: +33 (0)328 231342 (entry gate);  
Tel: +33 (0)328 654524 (marina),  
VHF Ch 09.

FUEL BERTHs
Dover Marina: Diesel at Granville Dock 
south arm 0600-2100. Calais marina: 
Diesel and petrol near pontoon ‘D’.

FAVOURITE PUBs AND 
REsTAURANTs 
Dover: Lively Cullin’s Yard is next 
to the marina on Cambridge Road  
(Tel: +44 (0)1304 211666). Try their 
succulent bouillabaisse. The White 
Horse Inn on St James Street is my 
favourite Dover 
pub (Tel: +44 
(0)1304 202911).
Calais: Histoire 
Ancienne (Tel: 
+33 (0)321 
341120) is a 
Parisian-style 
classic. La Sole 
Meunière (Tel: 
+33 (0)321 968366) is a haven of 
gastronomy in a friendly hotel. 
Aquar’aile (Tel: +33 (0)321 340000) is 
a real treat and worth booking. 
Gravelines: Au Cap Compas on Bassin 
Vauban (Tel: +33 (0)328 225642) is 
friendly with excellent moules marinière.

NAVIGATION NOTEs 
If you leave Dover 
two hours before 
HW, the west-
going stream will 
be falling slack, 
simplifying the 
passage and 
helping keep the 
sea quiet. From 
Dover west 
entrance you can 
aim to cross the TSS just down-
Channel of the main ferry tracks.

Cross-Channel ferries (not high-
speed ferries) use an informal set of 
corridors across the Dover Strait TSS, 
given in Reeds Nautical Almanac. 
Always avoid the corridor of ferries 
travelling against you.

Cross separation schemes by keeping 
a heading at right angles to the direction 
of the lanes, regardless of where the 
tide is setting you. The Dover Strait TSS 
is closely monitored by radar and heavy 
fines await irresponsible skippers.

The passage between Calais and 
Gravelines is straightforward near HW, 
when there’s plenty of depth over the 
Ridens de la Rade bank off Calais.

next month the isles of scilly
Do you have any personal cruising tips for the Isles of Scilly? Perhaps you have 
some great photos too? If so, email them to hugo_andreae@ipcmedia.com and 
we’ll try and include them.
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